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Abstract—A memory-based (ms = 50,dv = 2,dc = 4)
nonbinary LDPC convolutional code (NB-LDPC-CC) decoder
over GF(256) with layered scheduling is presented. The proposed
architecture-aware construction features fewer memory banks,
low degree, low period, and better performance. To the best
of our knowledge, this is the first architecture discussion and
implementation for NB-LDPC-CC decoders. We optimized the
architecture of message first-in-first-out (M-FIFO), check node
unit, and variable node unit in terms of area and throughput.
Jointly designing code and architecture, overall normalized area
efficiency can be enhanced by more then six times with respect
to decoders of nonbinary LDPC block codes (NB-LDPC BCs).
After fabricated in 90nm CMOS, our prototype NB-LDPC-CC
decoder chip can achieve maximum throughput of 22.8Mbps with
frequency of 285MHz. The measured average power is 211mW
at a typical operating voltage of 1.0V.

I. INTRODUCTION
Error-correcting performance of binary LDPC codes is

degraded when the code size is short, or under a higher
order modulation. In [1], the authors showed that the error-
correcting capability of binary LDPC codes can be greatly
enhanced by a generalization to higher order Galois fields,
GF(2p) with p > 1. However, a major drawback of these
codes is their decoding complexity, increasing with the order
of the field, which discourages implementations of these codes
from high values of finite field size. Therefore, many studies
address how to decrease the complexity while maintaining
high performance.

Several decoding methods of binary LDPC convolutional
codes are presented. Nonbinary LDPC block codes decoding
algorithms also can be applied to its convolutional counter-
parts. Moreover, taking the advantage of convolutional struc-
ture, the distance between two variables checked by one check-
sum node is limited by the maximum degree of generator
polynomials, the sliding window decoding [2] and pepeleine
decoder [3] architecture decoder are more efficient.

In this paper, we start from construction to design a
architecture-aware code. The proposed code result in de-
coder fewer memory banks, more simple processing unit (low
degree), while maintain good performance. In the decoder
architecture, we proposed modified trellis-based min-max with
layered scheduling, and message FIFO structure. By all above
effort, the synthesis and measurement results are shown to
prove high area efficiency.

This work was supported by National Science Council, R.O.C., under
project NSC 100-2221-E-009-044-MY3 and NSC 101-2220-E-009 -060.

This paper is organized as follows. Section II is the proposed
architecture-ware construction of NB-LDPC-CCs. Section III
will describe the proposed algorithm for NB-LDPC-CC ar-
chitecture. Then, Section IV gives the implementation results
and comparison. Finally, the conclusion is given in Section VI.
Besides, this report only concerns about GF(2p)-LDPC codes
for convenience.

II. ARCHITECTURE-AWARE NB-LDPC-CCS

In the following, we present a construction method of a
(ms,dv = 2,dc = 4) regular NB-LDPC-CC over GF(q = 2p)
for phase T > 2, where ms, dv , and dc are memory length,
variable node degree, and check node degree respectively. With
given ms, T > 2, and GF(2p), the constructed time-varying
(ms,2,4) regular LDPC-CCs over GF(2p) guarantee girth >
12.

For the sake of clarity, we use syndrome former in polyno-
mial domain to present this method. The construction method
will determine the two polynomials of h(1)

t (D) and h
(2)
t (D),

where t is the phase index. The code construction are shown
in the following:

1) Choose four non-zero elements randomly, α1,α2,α3,α4

∈ GF(2p).
2) Choose two integers, mb and md, satisfying the follow-

ing constraints

• ms/2 < mb < md < ms

• md −mb mod T (T − 1) = 0

• ms = md mod T , and ms �= 0 mod T

• (T − 1)(ms −md) �= (md −mb)

3)

for(t = 1 to T

h
(1)
t (D) = α1 + α2D

ms ;

h
(2)
t (D) = α3 + α4D

mb+(t−1)(md−mb)/T ;
endfor

Assume the codeword is denoted as Z = [z1, z2, ..., zt, ...],
where zt = (zt,1, zt,2). In the proposed codes, every check
nodes connecting to four variable nodes. Two of them belong
to first elements of zt , and the other two belong to the
second element of zt. Considering implementation, following
features lead cost-efficient decoder. 1) There is only one
term in syndrome former is time variant, which reduces the
number of memory banks. 2) Small and regular dv and dc are
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not only decreases the complexity of check node units and
variable node units considerably, but also lower the storage
size. Besides, 3) α1 ∼ α4, are time invariant, that simplifies
the controller. 4) Phase is flexible. Choosing small period
releases the loading of multiplexer. In terms of error-correcting
capability, the girth of NB-LDPC-CC constructed by proposed
method is always larger than fourteen.

The following is a constructed of (50,2,4) NB-LDPC-CC
over GF(28) with α1 = 123, α2 = 219, α3 = 177, α4 = 191,
mb = 29, md = 47 and T = 3. The corresponding syndrome
former in polynomial domain is show in eq. (1). The puncture
scheme of [4] is also implied to the constructed code. The
simulation results are shown in 1.

H
T
1 (D) =

[
h
(1)
(1)(D)

h
(2)
(1)(D)

]
=

[
123 + 219D50

177 + 191D29

]

H
T
2 (D) =

[
h
(1)
(2)(D)

h
(2)
(2)(D)

]
=

[
123 + 219D50

177 + 191D38

]

H
T
3 (D) =

[
h
(1)
(3)(D)

h
(2)
(3)(D)

]
=

[
123 + 219D50

177 + 191D47

]
(1)
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Fig. 1. Simulation results of NB-LDPC-CC listed in eq. (1) with different
decoding algorithms. Curves in [4] are included for comparison.

III. MEMORY-BASED LAYERED SCHEDULING WITH

MODIFIED MIN-MAX ALGORITHM

A. Decoder architecture

Overall decoder architecture for eq. (1) is shown in Fig.
2. Define every Sc clock cycles as a elementary operation
time unit, τ , which corresponds to the delay of polynomial
in eq. (1). The decoder is composed of I processors, where
I also equals to the number of iteration, and all processors
are identical. Each processor consists of two Message-FIFOs
(M-FIFOA and M-FIFOB), a check node unit (CNU) and four
reduced variable node units (R-VNUs). M-FIFOA stores the
data of zt,1 and M-FIFOB stores the data of zt,2 within (ms+
1) τ .

Timing diagram of key modules is shown in Fig. 2. At
the beginning of τ , two M-FIFOs send oldest data to next
processor, receive new data from previous processor, and
deliver data to CNU and R-VNUs. In last cycle of τ , copy the
updated variable node data from R-VNUs to two M-FIFOs. In
every τ , each processor updates a check node and then updates
the dc neighbouring variable nodes connecting to the check
node. The more detail information are gave in the following.
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Fig. 2. Decoder architecture and timing diagram of key modules.

B. Decoding algorithm

The check node processing and variable node processing are
show in eq. (2) and eq. (3) respectively. μj(α) is the variable
node message of element α, and νi(α) is the check node mes-
sage of element α. In the initialization, assign L(α) = p(r|α′)

p(r|α)

to μj(α), where r is received data, and α′ is the element
in GF(2p) which maximize prior probability of the symbol
with respect to the channel. Because our target finite field
size is 256, it’s impossible to process all elements. Besides,
in order to achieve better trade-off between performance and
area cost, only the nm < q most reliable messages are kept for
variable node messages and check node messages to reduce
storage size and complexity of computation units. Vi[]/Uj[]
denotes the sorted variable/check node message vector which
stores the smallest nm values in μj/νj , and Aj []/Bj [] stores
corresponding symbols. In variable node processing, using
Uj[nm]+γ to substitute the reliabilities of the symbols which
are not stored in Uj .

for i = 1 to dc
νi(α) = min

{α1+···+αdc
=0|αi=α}

max
j∈{1,··· ,dc}/i

μj(αj) (2)

μj(α) = L(α) + νj(α) for j = 1 to dc (3)

In [5], the trellis-based min-max algorithm has two main
steps, and iteratively executes them. In first step, to find the
minimum value among U1∼dc

[], and then to exclude it. In
second step, path constructor determine whether the value
found in first step should be included in Vi[], and calculate
the corresponding symbol.

C. Processing units

The block diagram of processing units and data flow are
show in Fig. 3(a). There are five units in a processor, one CNU
for check node processing with modified trellis-based min-max
algorithm [5], and four R-VNUs for variable node processing.
The proposed CNU is composed of one sorterA and four Path
Constructors (PCs). Considering ASIC implementation, we
jointly designed M-FIFOs and CNU to delete some memory
banks and further avoided worst case to improve performance.
Moreover, the proposed R-VNU decrease the latency and
storage for channel likelihood.
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Fig. 3. (a) CNU and R-VNUs (b) sorterA with dc = 4 (c) R-VNU over
GF(24)

The architecture of sorterA used in CNU with dc = 4 is
described in Fig. 3(b), where u is the output reliability, e is the
output degree index, x is the output symbol, Zero and αsum

are the same function in [5]. We further define U1 ∼ U4 and
β1 ∼ β4 as E1∼dc

. Jointly designing two M-FIFOs and CNU,
the variable node message buffer is eliminated. In other words,
sorterA accesses variable node messages from the two-FIFOs
directly.

The path constructor is similar to the one in [5]. We use
some negligible control circuits to improve worst case. When
the most reliable values are all in one variable node, the
worst case occur. The case result in path constructor works
very inefficiently. Furthermore, the worst case will be worse
quadratically as nm increasing linearly. In order to release the
case, we added some control circuits to detect the worst case,
and speed up path constructors.

Fig. 3(c) is the architecture of proposed R-VNU over
GF(24). According to eq. (3), VNU needs to calculate out
μj(α) for all symbols, and then sorts out the nm smallest
values. In conventional variable node processing [6], variable
node processing is implemented by forward/backward algo-
rithm, taking 2nm cycles to finish an elementary variable node
unit. Taking the advantages of proposed code, dv = 2, the
VNU can be implemented by on elementary unit with layered
scheduling. Besides, we further reduce the latency and storage
for channel symbols from 2nm to (nc + 1) < 2nm, where nc

is the number of considering channel symbols. We named the
VNU as reduced VNU (R-VNU). The architecture over GF(24)
and corresponding equation is show in Fig. 3(c) and eq. (4)
respectively, where sorterB in 3(c) is the same as the sorter
in [6], and L in 3(c) means the channel values of p bits in
log likelihood ratio. In our implementation, nc = 8 with about
0.2dB performance lose.

Uj[0 ∼ nm − 1]

= sort

{
Vj [y] + Lj(Aj [y]), 0 ≤ y < nm

Lj[x] + Vj [nm − 1] + γ, 0 ≤ x < nc

}
(4)

D. M-FIFOs

Fig. 4 depicts the architecture of M-FIFOA and M-FIFOB.
Each M-FIFO stores three different kinds data of variable
nodes within (nm+1) τ . L-MEM stores channel values of each
the bits; C-MEM stores the compensation symbols for variable
node processing (L[]); E-MEM stores variable node messages.
Applying layered scheduling, the decoder only saves one
degree variable node messages, which is connecting to next
time of check node processing. Except L,C,E-MEM∗2 are two
ports memories, which support read and write for different
addresses simultaneous, the other six memories are single port
memories. In our implementation, we choose nc = 8, so we
can combine every MEML∗ and MEML∗ to one memory bank.
Therefore, the number of memory banks per processor is six.
The numbers in the figure are the delay indexes of stored
variable nodes, and apostrophe means the buffers for updated
variable node. The storages above E-MEMB2 are input and
output buffers of the variable node data for CNU, which are
in the L,C,E-MEM∗2 and are needed by CNU.
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Fig. 4. Timing diagram of key modules, and architecture of M-FIFOA and
M-FIFOB

The timing diagram of M-FIFOA, M-FIFOB, and other
processing units is in the bottom of Fig. 4. In a elementary
operating time unit, the data flow can be divided to three
phases, T1, T2, and last cycle, and the corresponding data flow
are the matched number, ➁, ➂, and ➃. The timing diagram
of sorterA, PCs and R-VNU are also shown in the timing
diagram.

IV. IMPLEMENTATION AND COMPARISON

A. Chip implementation

The proposed (50,2,4) LDPC-CC decoder over GF(256)
with nm = 32, including channel sorter [7] and decision unit,
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fabricated in 90-nm 1P9M CMOS technology. The quantiza-
tion is 6 bits, and Sc is configurable. Because of the area
limitation, the decoder only implements three processors. The
die photo is shown in Fig. 5(a) with the processors distribution,
where the dash blocks denotes the memory banks. The core
area is 2.25 mm× 1.00 mm with gate counts of 524K (654K
if including memory area). The performance of proposed
architecture with I = 10 is shown in Fig. 1.

The number of memory banks is 3*6=18, and over all mem-
ory size is 166.3 Kb. Under SNR = 2.0 dB, the measurements
show that a clock frequency of 285 MHz can be achieved,
indicating a maximum throughput of 22.8 Mbps under 1V. Fig.
5(b) shows the measurement results of power and frequency
under different core power supply when Sc = 200 and
SNR = 2.0 dB. In the full-speed case, the clock frequency
of 350 MHz can be achieved at 1.3V and the power dissipate
483.6 mW with throughput of 28 Mbps. To achieve low-power
purpose, the core supply voltage can be scaled to 0.8 V with
power consumption of 104 mW under frequency 230 MHz.
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Fig. 5. (a) Die photo (b) Measurement results of power and frequency

B. Comparison

Chip specification and implementation results is summa-
rized in TABLE I, where the state-of-the-art are listed for
comparison. The number of gate count listed in this table
includes memory area, and the gate count of [5] is estimated
in [8]. The implementation results or this work is under SNR
= 2.0dB, Sc = 200. We also list synthesis results of 10
processors (iteration) for comparison.

For fairly comparing area efficiency, performance normal-
ization is required. The throughput of all designs are almost
linear to nm. Assume the normalization factor of nm for gate
count is nm, too. Gate count of NB-LDPC-CC decoders are
linear to iteration, and throughput of NB-LDPC decoders are
linear to iteration inverse. The (area) efficiency equation is
show in eq. (5). TABLE I shows that the proposed architecture
is more then six times (171.8/24, 107/15.8) more efficient
then previous designs.

Efficiency = (iteration ∗ n
2
m∗Mbps/Kgates) (5)

V. CONCLUSION

We have presented a memory-based nonbinary LDPC con-
volutional code (NB-LDPC-CC) decoder over GF(256) with

TABLE I
COMPARISON OF PREVIOUS DESIGNS

This work This work [8] [5]
(synthesis) (measured) post-layout (synthesis)

Code length 816-bit (constraint length) 1240-bit 4185-bit
Field/nm GF(256)/32 GF(32)/8 GF(32)/16

Code type NB-LDPC-CC NB-LDPC-BC
with T = 3, nm = 50

Code rate 0.5/0.75/0.875 0.55 0.87
Quantization 6 bits 7 bits 5 bits

Process 90nm 90nm N/A
Iteration 10 3 10 15

Frequency 430 MHz 285 MHz 260 MHz 150 MHz
Throughput 34.4 Mbps 22.8 Mbps 47.69 Mbps 10 Mbps
Gate count 205*10 K 654 K 1,920 K 1,600 K
Core area N/A 2.25 mm2 10.33 mm2 N/A

Power N/A 211mW N/A N/A
Efficiency 171.8 107 15.8 24.0

layered scheduling. To improve the area efficiency, we start
from designing code construction. The proposed codes feature
regular, low degree, low period. Moreover, in terms of perfor-
mance, the constructed code outperform then previous work.
Taking the advantages of our code, we proposed efficient mes-
sage FIFO structure. For throughput enhancement, we design
R-VNU to shorten VNU latency, modified min-max algorithm
with layered scheduling, and proposed path constructor which
avoids worst case of latency. For area efficiency, we reduce the
storage for check node message, variable message, and channel
information. Fabricated in 90nm CMOS process, the chip
occupies 2.25 mm2 area and achieves maximum throughput
22.8 Mbps can be achieved at 1V. Comparing to the state-of-
the art of NB-LDPC decoders, area efficiency of our prototype
NB-LDPC-CC decoder can be enhanced by more then six
times.
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